Summary Data of Feedback from the Online Form Related to the Proposed Online B.A.

http://www1.villanova.edu/villanova/facultycongress/feedback/onlineba.html
link active 20 March - 3 April 2013

Chart 1: Respondent Type
Summary: Most of the respondents were students and faculty with some alumni and parents and only a few staff members or unspecified.
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Percentage within all data.
Chart 2: Most Important Response by Respondent Type (consolidated)
Summary: The biggest issues are brand (by far), integrity, curriculum, and community. By group, students cared most about brand. Faculty cared about brand, curriculum, and community. Alumni cared most about brand and integrity.
Chart 3: Most Important Response by Respondent Type (separated)
Summary: The same data in Chart 2, separated by respondent type (and thus a bit easier to read by group).
Chart 4: Percentage of People Who Listed a Given Reason

Summary: A variable was added to indicate whether the specific choice was listed at all (in their top 5 list) by the person. The y-axis represents the percent of people who listed it at all (with any ranking). About 75% listed curriculum, 75% brand, 60% community, 55% integrity, 52% standards, 35% courses, and the rest were about 25% or less. Some respondents in the “other” category discussed intellectual property, despite it not being a category suggested on the feedback form.
Chart 5: Whether Comments were Positive or Negative

Summary: The Faculty Congress Executive Committee coded whether written comments included in the feedback responses were generally positive or negative. Two FCEC members scored each response, individually of each other, and their results were compared and checked by the remaining FCEC members for accuracy. Almost 80% were of the comments were negative and less than 10% were positive. In addition, all the staff and parents found only negative, and none of the alumni said anything positive.

A word on the data
A total of 156 people responded: 14 alumni, 65 faculty, 7 parents, 62 students, 4 staff members, and 4 people respondents who did not self-identify. The Faculty Congress contacted all faculty colleagues by email and invited them to participate, but the Congress has no mechanism at its disposal for contacting the other constituencies.
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